We prove an (loglog(1=")) lower bound on the depth of any computation tree and any RAM program with operations f+; ?; ; =; b c ; not; and; or; xorg, unlimited power of answering YES/NO questions, and constants f0; 1g that computes p x to accuracy ", for all x 2 1; 2]. Since Newton method achieves such an accuracy in O(log log(1=")) depth, our bound is tight.
Introduction
In this paper consider the problem of approximating the square root of a given number up to accuracy ". The models of computation considered in this paper are the computation tree model Str72, Str83, Ben83] , and the Random Access Machine (RAM) model Sch79, AHU74] . It seems that the two computation models are incomparable. On one hand, a computation tree is a non-uniform model of computation, while a RAM is the corresponding uniform model of computation, and hence, weaker in this sense. On the other hand, a RAM is capable of indirect addressing while a computation tree is not.
We prove an (log log(1=")) lower bound on the depth of any computation tree and any Finally, it is well known that using Newton iterations we can design either a computation tree or a RAM program with operations f+; ?; ; =; <g and constants f0; 1g that computes p x to accuracy " with depth O(log log(1=")). Therefore, our lower bound is tight.
2 The computation models
We assume that the reader is familiar with the computation tree model (see, e.g., Str83, Ben83] ) and the RAM model (see, e.g., AHU74, Sch79]) used in this paper. Below, we brie y recall these models.
The computation tree model A computation tree T for a one input problem is a tree with labelled vertices. The label of a vertex is denoted f . The tree T has four types of vertices:
1. An input vertex: The root of the tree is the input vertex and it is labelled with the single input.
Computation vertices:
Each computation vertex is labelled with either a function f = g h, or a function f = g, such that g; h 2 C ff j is an ancestor of in T g and 2 OP , where C is the set of available constants, and OP is the set of available operations. In this paper, OP = f+; ?; ; =; b c ; not; and; or; xorg, and the set C will be restricted to the set f0; 1g. (Here, bc g = bgc, and not, and, or, xor are bitwise operations.)
Each computation vertex has only one child. The computation for input a starts at the root of the tree T . When it arrives at a computation vertex , the function f is evaluated at the input a, and then the computation proceeds to the only child of . When the computation arrives at a branching vertex the YES/NO question is evaluated. The computation proceeds to the left child if the answer is \YES", and to the right child otherwise. The computation terminates at a leaf by producing the value of the function associated with it as the output. The depth of a computation tree is the maximum length of a path from its root to one of its output leaves.
A computation tree is said to compute p x to accuracy " for all x 2 1; 2], if for each input x 2 1; 2] the computation follows a path to an output leaf whose label evaluates to some y such that jy ? p xj ".
The Random Access Machine (RAM) model
A RAM program is a sequence ((1 : 1 ); (2 : 2 ); : : :; (r : r )), where each i is either (i) a common instruction de ned in Sch79], or (ii) an instruction which applies an operation from the set of available operations OP to a set of operands, and stores the result in a memory location. A memory location can be accessed using either direct addressing, that is by specifying its address explicitly, or indirect addressing, that is by specifying an address of a location containing its address.
The input for a RAM program for a one input problem is given in the rst memory location when the program starts. The depth of a RAM program is the maximum over all possible input instances of the number of instructions executed by the program given this input.
A RAM program is said to compute p x to accuracy " for all x 2 1; 2], if for each input x 2 1; 2], when the RAM executes the halt instruction the rst memory location contains some y such that jy ? p xj ".
In order to be able to consider both models simultaneously in the sequel we consider computation trees with indirect addressing capability. In this model we allow the operands of the functions associated with the vertices of the computation tree to be also of the form ff f j is an ancestor of in T g. Clearly, this model is stronger than both models de ned above.
The main lemma
In this section we prove the main lemma needed for our result. We present the proof due to W. Eberly because it is shorter than our proof.
Lemma 1 Any computation tree with indirect addressing capability with operations f+; ?; ; =; b c; not; and; or; xorg, unlimited power of answering YES/NO questions, and constants f0; 1g that computes a number N must have depth (loglog(jNj)). 4 The lower bound
